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Opcoders introduces Triangle Draw 2.0 for iOS - Popular Drawing App
Published on 11/11/13
Opcoders today introduces Triangle Draw 2.0, a major rework of their popular drawing app
for iOS. Triangle Draw lets designers create logos, shapes and patterns. You get a black
canvas where you draw with white triangles. Although the concept behind the app may seem
simple, the room for creation is extensive and vast. The style is monochrome, minimalistic
and retro looking. Designed for iOS7, version 2.0 offers many new features, including a
larger canvas area, PDF export, undo/redo and more.
Copenhagen, Denmark - Opcoders today is proud to announce the release and immediate
availability of Triangle Draw 2.0, a major rework of Triangle Draw, a drawing app for iPad
iPhone which lets designers create logos, shapes and patterns. You get a black canvas
where you draw with white triangles. Although the concept behind the app may seem simple,
the room for creation is extensive and vast. The style is monochrome, minimalistic and
retro looking.
Unlike other drawing apps that offers colors where lots of time is wasted on switching
between colors, Triangle Draw switches instantly, because there are only black and white.
There is no time consuming step where you have to pick the right color. This makes a short
feedback cycle, which is important for the user experience, and allowing for many quick
design iterations.
One of the significant changes is that the canvas area has been extended from 20x13 cells
to more than 100x100 cells. The visible area can be zoomed and panned with a two finger
pinch gesture. This allows users to create more detailed drawings. Also the canvas shape
has changed from being rectangular to now being hexagonal. "The crazy thing about this new
hexagonal canvas is that it can be rotated by 60 degrees. I have never seen this done
before.", says the lead developer.
There are several other new features including the addition of PDF export, undo/redo as
well as international language support. The app is designed for iOS7.
Features:
* Easy to draw logos/patterns/shapes
* Keeps track of all your drawings
* Export to PNG
* [New] Export to PDF
* [New] Export to raw text file
* [New] Bigger canvas
* [New] Retina graphics
* [New] Universal app, was originally only iPad, now available for iPad iPhone
* [New] Languages: Chinese, Danish, English, German, Japanese, Russian, Spanish
* [New] Undo/redo
* [New] Drawings can be renamed
* [New] Share drawings between devices using iCloud
* [New] Share drawings on social media
Device Requirements:
* iPad, iPhone and iPod touch
* iOS 7.0 or later
* 2.3 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Triangle Draw 2.0 is available for Free on the Apple App Store. The Free-version has a
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limit of 3 drawings and adds a watermark to the exported PDFs. These limitations can be
removed by making an in-app-purchase of the Pro-version for $1 (USD).
Triangle Draw 2.0:
http://triangledraw.com/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/triangle-draw/id733036480
Screenshot:
http://triangledraw.com/press_shot.png
App Icon:
http://a2.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/04/bb/b0/04bbb02d-67e2-dbe5-0f97-91b481004162/m
zl.pleekpue.175x175-75.jpg
Press Kit (zip):
http://triangledraw.com/presskit.zip

Opcoders is a privately funded company founded in 2006 by Simon Strandgaard in
Copenhagen,
Denmark. The company develops graphics apps for iOS and Mac. Copyright (C) 2006-2013
Opcoders. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Mac OS X, iPhone, iPod
and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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